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Regents pick Alexander
BY ALLISON MILLIKAN

11

When I cast my vote I did so
~ased on all the things he has
done right, and he :SO done many
good things"

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

.

~m Alexander was officially welcomed
last Saturday as President-elect of Murray
State University when he was presented
an MSU lapel pin at a press conference
announcing his selection.
He said he was filled with both elation
and anxiety after receiving word that he
had been chosen.
"I say elation because I will be associated
with a grand institution and anxiety
because I am fearful of falling short of
what's expected,,. Alexander said. "I will do
all in my power to move the University forward and enhance academics."
Search committee chairman Sid Easley
said Alexander was chosen because of his
•strong academic background, his research
and his contribution to education in
Kentucky and throughout America."
Alexander, former Western Kentucky
University president, spoke to members of
the faculty and community before meeting
with members of the Faculty Senate to
hear their concerns.
He said if he and the faculty, students
and Board all work collectively and "row
together down the river, we can make this
institution even greater than it is today."

E.L. Gol,d/Staft

President-elect Kem Alexander places an MSU pin on his lapel
at last Satur-day's press conference declaring his appointment.

Brian Van Horn
Student Regent
He was chosen from a field of three final.
ists late last Friday after the Board of
Regents met in executive session for nearly four hours.
"When we looked at the criteria (established before the search), Alexander was
what we considered to be above the pack/'
Easley said.
"'t's been a long ride, but we're proud of
the job we've done," he said.
Five candidates from a pool of 20 were
interviewed during campus visits earlier
this month. Finalists David Gearhart from
Penn State and James Kerley of
Hopkinsville Community College withdrew their names from the running.
Despite Faculty Senate's request to
extend the search and interview more candidates, the Board voted 7-2 in favor of
Alexander. Philip Lanier, attorney from

Protests echo student concernS

Louisville, and faculty regent Frank Julian
did not cast votes for Alexander.
Lanier said he voted against Alexander
partially because of Faculty Senate's concerns.
"I voted no becauae I was persuaded by
the faculty position that time should be
usefully devoted to taking conscientious
effort to meet Alexander," he said.
Student regent Brian Van Hom said his
vote for Alexander was a reflection of student opinions he verbally solicited after
Alexander's campus visit.
"My vote was for the students and my
position within this Board is to send the
students' concerns to this Board and to
vote on behalf of the students," he said.
"I hope that students get to see the Kern
Alexander that I have met," he said. ~
think he has proven himself to be a student
active president, and the students rve
talked to have been very positive.•
"The passage of time will allow a lot of
repair work to be done," Lanier said.
The search for a new president began
last August when the Board chose not to
renew Ronald J . Kurth's contract.
Alexander, MSU's ninth president, is
expected to officially begin work around
July 1.

SGA ..pledges supp9rt
»

BY ALLISON MILLIKAN
EDITOR-IN-CHI£F

More than 450 Murray State
University students have
signed a petition conveymg
their dissatisfaction with the
presidential search process.
The petition asking Gov.
Brereton Jones to recall the
Board ofRegents was prompted
after allegations that the
search committee held illegal
meetings appeared in The
COurier-Journal April 20.
Since the petition's origination, student supporters have
learned that Jones lacks the
authority to recall the regents,
who are appointed for six-year
terms.
The only action the governor
can take is to ask the regents io
resign. The request is not binding, and regents can choose to
ignore it.
An impeachment conducted
by the state senate is the only
option for removing regents
before their terms expire.

Parker Normann, one of the
petition's founders, began collecting student signatures last
Saturday after Kern Alexander
was named President-elect of
the University.
He said the number of signatures escalated faster than he
expected, climbing from 80 on
Monday to more than 450 by
Thursday afternoon..
"Students are concerned
about what is going on,•
Normann said. "We want the
Board of Regents to see (the
petition)."
Normann said copies of the
petition will be sent to Jones,
the Faculty Senate, Rep. Freed
Curd (D-Murray) as well as
members ofthe Board Tuesday.
"We saw everything that has
gone on with the illegal meetings,• he said. "The Board basically disregarded the faculty
position.
"We want to let them know
that students definitely are
supportive,• he said.
Student Re2ent Brian Van

Students also hung banners
on campus buildings protesting
the search process and the
selection of Alexander.
An "Impeach Van Hom" ban,,._.__n~.....,...,
er
from e windows of
Faculty Hall Wednesday.
Subsequent banners hung
throughout the week proclaimed, "Good '01 Boy
Conspiracy," MYokelocracy'" and
"Regents Resign. Nixon's
Dead"
Normann said neither he nor
the petition's founders were
responsible for the banner.
' Van Horn said he did not see
the sign but was infonned of its
existence.
Todd Anderson/Guest
"I've made a lot of decisions
A ba nner asking for t he for students that I think people
Impe achment of Student feel positively about," Van
Rege nt Brian Van Horn hung. Hom said, citing the recent 3
W ednesday outside Faculty percent tuition increase which
Hall.
is the lowest in several years.
"Students only remember the
Hom said the petition hurts
the University because of the bad, like the vote for
additional bad publicity it pro- Alexander" if they were against
his appointment, he said.
duces.

Graduates wearing gold
~ honor cords for first time
· in the commencement p~ and wjll >bf
announCed dy#ng the cerem~.
·· · . • .; ~
The
addition81
~tion
ClOlllH
•..at the:.
Onlookers at th.ia years commencement w.U1
:requeat
of
pali
and
preeent
honor
~,
be able to spot honor graduates' a mile away.
Students gt."aduating with a grad&-point Robertson said.
"It was a legitimate reqllest, and I don\
average of 3.3 or higher may pureha.6e gold
know
why we haven\ dOne it in the p~• .he
cords from the University Bookstore in recx»g·
said,
noting
that other universities also recognition of their achievemehts.
nize
honor
graduates
through such appatel.
When a student buys a cord, bookstore offiRobertson
atressed
that
the ,additional reeogcials will check his name against a list of
nition
will
not
lesaen
the
p~ awa.tded to
AuguSt, December and May honor graduates.
those
graduating
with
an
honors
diploma and
COrda cost $5.76 each.
receiving
the
preaidential
medamon.
Don RobertaoQ, aasociate vice president for
"It's just another way to recognize their bard
student aff~ said the cords will not replace
work,
• RObertson said. -ro graduate with that
:traditional means of recognition awarded to
kind
of
distinction is wo~ of recognition."
bonOl" students. Their names will still be listed

BY ALLISON M ILLIKAN
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Despite their opposition to
Kern Alexander's candidacy,
members of Faculty Senate's
executive committee said the
healing process has begun.
Faculty Senate's executive
committee met for over three
hours last Saturday with
President-elect Alexander.
"The meeting we had was
constructive and it set the tone
for many future meetings,•
Faculty Senate president
Nancey France said.
France called a special meeting Tuesday to give faculty
members an opportunity discuss the context of last

Spring's a bloomin'

Put on your red shoes...

t

'

The MSU Dance Theatre
Company will perform
tonight and Saturday
in Johnson Theatre.

Saturday's meeting.
France said the meeting with
Alexander was the first of
many future meetings necessary for establishing a working
relationship.
Faculty members voiced their
frustrations concerning the
Board's selection, an action
some consider to be a total disregard of faculty opinions.
A statement condemning the
"closed, secretive process• used
by the Board during the presidential search was presented
Wednesday to Board members.
The statement, passed without faculty opposition, expresses the solidarity of both the
Faculty Senate's "willingness

to work with Dr. Kern
Alexander" and their dissatis·
faction with the process by
which the search was conducted.
Faculty members questioned
the legal accountability of the
BOard's actions.
"We're eending a message to
the students to ignore those in
power," art professor Karen
Boyd said. "It is advisable to
tell the students and alumni
that this iB not something we
condone - you don't ignore the
law, be it political or non political."
Executive committee member
James Willis expressed a somewhat different opinion th~
See FACULTY/15
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Membtta•otdle~Bea&YGbld 11-8W~to

accept a re$olution in tupport of Murray State University
Pr81ident.elect K-.il.AJuandei.
.:
The naolutioG d.tel enera1 of Alexander'& eccampliahmenta as reucma C. npporl. Amcm,g tboee are eb• npa
implemented c1uriDJ bU pnl8idency at Western Kentucky
University, 8UCh • an izM:.reele iD auo11me1lt ol8,000 students, expanded C8.11lpul programa and a Greek RoW.
The resolution a1ao notes the WKU Student Government
~tion'a endonement of Alexander befOre stating, -rbe
Student Govenunent Auociaiion of Munay State
University expresses ite d.ecJication and support for
(Alexander's) ~P ekil1a and student commitment.•
keD~ to the resolution, a copy will be preaented to
Alexander·"on behAUfoftbe members oftbie Asalociation. and
the entire.lJniversity community.,.
Before ~f«r a vote· on the naolution, SGA Preaident
Brian Van&rn jUstiAed his "yea" vote for Alexander .-i the
April22 ~ of1legente meetinl·
"My vote was·th$ Vr&y I thoujht the atudente would want,•
Van Hom said. .~ vote waa for the beet that I thought the
University cOuld get."
Dt¢ng Senate discuuion, Kim ~. aenator for the
Coll8ge of Fine Aria and Communication, aaid her conatituenta were op~ to Al818.Dder. Dunlap voted not to
accept the resolution, aa ctid Jennifer l•nprd. Fine Arta
and Communication, and Kara Beth Boyer, Science.

Faculty Senate heals wounds

NEWS
With the blossoming of campus
foliage, students' spirits are being
lifted to heights that
cannot be tainted even
by the threat of finals.

BY Kft.LV M fNSlR
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Samuel is sensational ...
Heather Samuel finished first in
four events at the
OVC Track and Field
Championships.

12
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One-act play

Job Placement

The department of speech communication and theatre will
sponsor a one-act play May 5, 6, 7, 8 in Wilson Hall Room 310 B.
. Driving Miss Daisy, directed by Patricia Crider, will feature
performances by students Stacy Ricketts and DeAndre Ivory and
faculty member Bob Valentine.
The show, which begins at 7:30p.m. May 5 through 7 and at 2
p.m. May 8, will be Crider and Ricketts' final MSU production.

For graduating seniors, now is the time to diJcover the
Cooperative Education and Placement Offices.
Lisa Ragsdale, career specialist for co-op and placement, said
it is now time to start looking for job positions whether the
senior is graduating in May or December. She said the offices
will be open all summer to help students explore their job opportunities.
"Even if you haven't come by, we take people any time,"
Ragsdale said.
She said after opening a placement file, the senior will begin
going to placement seminars and resume workshops. She said
the next step is to prepare a rough draft of a resume.
"Finally, after the first draft., you can produce a final resume,"
Ragsdale said.

Basketball camp winner
Congratulations to Justin Cripps, winner of a one week scholarship to Scott Edgar's summer basketball camp.
Michelle Lane, coordinator of the Student Government
Association's Non-Traditional Student Week at MSU, organized
and arranged the drawing as part of the week's activities.
Justin is the son of Cindy Cripps, a non-traditional student
currently enrolled at MSU.

Benefit dance
A special scholarship benefit dance held Saturday at Murray
State University will honor th~ lifetime contributions of musician Charles E . "Chuck" Simons and raise money for a scholarship in his name.
,
The benefit dance will be held in the ballroom of Murray
State's Currie Center from 8:30 to 11:30 p.m.
"The dance is a tribute to the life and contributions of Chuck,
who gave of his energies and talents to the Murray area for a
period of over 50 years," said Roger Reichmuth, assistant dean
of the College of Fine Arts and Communication at MSU and an
organizer of the event.
Tickets for the benefit are $15 each. Proceeds beyond expenses
are being directed to the Charles E: "Chuck" Simons Music
Scholarship fund at Murray State and additional contributions
to the scholarship are welcomed, Reichmuth said. Reservations
for the event
be made by calling 762-3001.

can

Owen Loan Fund
The "Owen Loan Fund," established by John Isaac Owen, is
available to assist qualified adult students with loan funds to
attend Murray State University for the summer terms.
Owen, an alumnus of the classes of 1926 and 1927 of the
University of Kentucky, has contributed over $75,000 for the
funds. The short-term loan program was proposed by a university committee, including a student member, and ha8 been
approved by the Board of Regents. The maximum loan for instate students during the summer term is $435 and $1,190 for
out-of-state students.
Applicants for the loan must be 23 years of age or older on the
date of application submission. Eligibility requires enrollment or
acceptance for enrollment at Murray State for the summer term.
A cumulative grade point average of2.0 is required if previous
college or university hours have been taken as of the date of loan
application. Entering freshman are also eligible for the loan.
Contact the Student Financial Aid Office for more information.

Boss of the Year
Robert C. Etherton has been named by the Murray chapter of
Professional Secretaries International as its 1994 Bou of the
Year.
Etherton received the award at the Murray chapter of PSfa
Executive Night Banquet held Monday night at the Currie
Center.
He waa selected by a panel of judges from a written reiJUDle
submitted by hie secretary, Rhoda Rogers.
He is a member of several organizations where he has served
in a number of leadership capacities, including: Sigma Xi
(National Science Research Honor Society), Sigma Pi Sigma
(Physics Honor Society), the Kentu.cky Academy of Science and
the Kentucky Chapter of the American Association of Physics
Teachers.

Summer reading program
A summer reading program will be offered by Murray State
University's department of elementary and aecondary education
for children in grades one through six.
Beginning June 6, the sessions will be held from 9:10 to 10:10
a.m. weekdays through June 24 in Murray State's Special
Education Building.
The program is designed to aaaist children who are experiencing difficulty in learning to read; who need aaai.stance in developing comprehension, vocabulary, oral reading, or study akills; or
who simply wish to enhance existing reading skilla.
The cost of the program is $60, but fees may be reduced significantly if financial need exists.
One-on-one tutoring is provided by Murray State graduate students enrolled in a reading practicum.
"This is a really successful program and haa been offered for at
least 26 years," said Yancey Watkins, associate professor of elementary and secondary education. "Since it is focused on reading
and one-on-one tutoring, it helpe get the cb.iJdnn motivated and
helps with any problems they .m.i.Ft have."
'
The deadline to apply for the program is June 1. To apply, call
762-246, or for more information, oontact Watkins at 762-2854.
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a great Old South Week!
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This newspaper Is a member of
Associated Collegiate Press, Columbia
Scholastic Press Assoctatlon: Kentucky
Press Association, and Kentucky
lnterconeglate Press Association.

Saturday, April 30
• Competition - 20th Century Keyboard Competition, 1' p.m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall. Free and open to the public.

Sunday, May 1
• Concert - President's Wind Ensemble Concert at 2 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium. Admission is $2 for students and $5 for the general
public.

Monday, May 2
• Meeting- Summer "0" advisers meeting from 11 a.m. to noon in

the Curris Center Barkley Room.

Tuesday, May 3
•Senior breakfast- Mike Young's senior breakfast at 8 a.m. in
Curris Center Ballroom.
• Movie • The Fugitive at 9:30 p.m. in the Curris Center Theater.

Wednesday, May 4
• Booth - Ask-A-Nurse Bo'Oth starting at 11 :30 a.m. in Curris
Center.
• Senate- Student Senate meeting from 5 to 7 p.m. in Curris
Center Barkley Room.
• Movie- The Fugitive at 7 and 9:30p.m. in Curris Center Theater.
• Meeting - Alpha Zeta will meet at 4:30 p.m. on the Applied
Science Building's second floor.
• Plays · •Pieces of Eight," eight original one-act plays in a workshop production at 7 p.m. today and Saturday In Johnson Theatre.
Admission is $2.

Thursday, May 5
• Army ROTC Awards Day · Outstanding ROTC students are honored at 3 p.m. at Cutchin Field.
• Meeting- AAIN.A. •university Group" .Alcohol and Narcotics ,
Abuse Support Organization meets every Thursday at 6:30 p.m.m
in the Curris Center Ohio Room.

~ Tiffany Durard
·· ...

·chanon Chaney
8 Julie Wampler
~ Cherry Henault
and alternate Kelly Webb!

~Q

is proud of YOU!

The big one's only 12 hours away. You
could have paid more attention in
class, but tonight you've gotta
cram. First, you better keep
those eyes from closing.
Revive with Vivarin.
Safe as coffee, it
helps keep you
awake and mentally
alert for hours.
So when your most
difficult problem to
solve is how to
stay awake ... make it
a Vivarin night!

111 Wilson Hall, 2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, KY 42071-3303

EDITORS, MANAGER$

1 to 6 p.m. and Saturday from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. For more information call 753-1452.
• Workshop • "Accomplishing Curriculum Reform in the Classroom"
sponsored by the College of Science held in the Curris Center from
3 to 6 p.m. today and from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. Saturday. For more
information call 762-2888.
• Dance • Murray State University Dance Company will perform at 8 ·
p.m. in the Johnson Theatre today and Saturday.
• Last day • Last day to pre-schedule and the last day to completely withdraw from school.
• Meeting- Board of Trustees meeting, Ohio, Mississippi, and
Tennessee Rooms from 8 to 10 p.m.
• Reception- Alumni reception from 9:30a.m. to noon in the
Craw's Nest.
• Luncheon - Emeritus luncheon in Ballrooms 1 and 2 from noon to
2p.m.

Loo
ea
.Vivarin night.

M~NEWS

HOW TO CALL ·u$' '.. , ,
News...:................. ~..............762-4468
College Life ......... .u..............762-4480
Sports ..................................762·4481
Bulletin Board .............. " ...... 762·4478
Photography ..:.....................762-4478
Advertising ..........................762·4478
Viewpoint .............................762-4468
Fax .......................................762-3175

• 4H Dairy Cow Camp · West Kentucky Exposition Center. Today
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WEEK IN PREVIEW

Th6 Murray Sbrte NIWS Is clstrtbuted
free to students, faculty and staff during
the fall and spring semesters. Newspapers
should be available by 9 a.m. on Fridays II
the following buildings on campus:
Cun1s Center, Winslow Cafeteria, WeBs
Hall, Sparks Hall. Wilson Hall, Business
Blildlng, Faculty Hall, Blackburn Science,
Rne Arts, Stewart stadium, Physical Plant,
Mason Hall, Waterfield Ubrary, Industry
and Technology Center, Ordway Hall and
Lowry Center.

OFF'.CAIIPUS .. ' ~
SUBSCRIPTIONS
'""
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Frfends and alumni may subscribe to
Th8 Murray Stat1 News by contacting Dr.
Ann Landini at 762-4479 or Orville
Herndon at 762-4491. A one year
subScription Is $10 payable In advance.

This newspaper Is prtnted on recycled
newsprint at The Murray L«Jger & nmes,
1001 Whltnell Ave., Murray, Ky. 42071.
Photolithography work appear1fl9 In
Th6 Murray Statl News Is produced by
Ula McCuiston at Murray State
University's Printing SeNices
l
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Sunshine, flowers lift spirits

3

A lumni W eekend

honors I 944 class

BY MAGGIE CARTER
STAFF W RITER

It would be impossible to
walk around campus and not
admire and comment on the
beautiful scenery.
Penny Roberts, freshman
from Murray, said the flowers
on campus add to the scenery
and they smell wonderful. She
said she especially enjoys the
dogwood trees when they
bloom.
·
"I also like the purple flowers
around campus," Roberts said.
Roberts said her mood is better when she sees the flowers,
trees and sunshine.
"When it is sunny you can go
' out in shorts and have picnics,
but when it rains you have to
stay inside and do nothing," she
said.
Robert Tashjian, senior from
John Stevens/Staff
Living~ton, said he thinks '
there needs to be more flowers Flowers outside Waterfield Library lift students' spirits as they walk to class along the Pedestrian
on campus because they are Mall. MSU grounds maintenance crews plant both annuals and perennials to beautify campus.
beautiful and add color to the
campus. He also prefers sunny the flowers are planted where
He said they try to plant to the campus. He ,said it
weather to rainy weather.
there is the most automobile mostly perennials because they makes the peQple on campus
"When it is sunny I can relax and pedestrian traffic.
are easier to take care of and feel like they are in a special
and play golf and when it rains
they
come up every year. The place.
"We try to plant the flowers
fm sleepy," Tashjian said.
planting
of annuals is down
around the dorms, Curris
"We have visitol'$ come just
Wayne Harper, associate Center and Sparks Hall because of budget cuts.
Harper said the flowers are to see the beauty of the trees
director for building services because they are highly seen
and grounds maintenance, said and used places," Harper said. planted to add a scenic beauty and flowers," Harper said.

BY ANGELA SCHADE
STAFF WRITER

Familiar faces will be visiting campus during Alumni
Weekend, April 29 through May 1.
The weeken4 will begin Friday at a Reunion Coffee at 9:30
a.m. with the MSU class of 1944. It will be held at the third
floor concourse of the Curris Center.
At noon Friday, the 1944 class will be honored at the
Emeritus Club Luncheon which will be held in the ballroom
of the Curris Center. Advance reservations are required.
Jones said there are only about 17 coming from the honored class and there are usually 30 to 40.
Patti Jones, assistant director of special events, development and alumni affairs, said World Warn affected the size
of the 1 Q.U ...1".
"T1l.ls was the smallest class," Jones said. M
During the war,
the class dwindled to almost nothing."
On Saturday from 8 to 9:30 a.m.., the "M" Club will hold a
meeting in the Barkley Room of the Curri.s Center. It is open
to any varsity letter winner at Murray State at no charge.
An Estate Planning Seminar will be held in the Barkley
Room of the Curris Center from 9:30 to 11 a.m. This will be
open to the public at no charge.
Saturday's activities will end with the Alumni and Friend.s
Luncheon at noon in the ballroom of the Currie Center. This
years Distinguished Alumnus winners, A.B. Waters, Jerry
Shroat and Richard Anderson, will be honored. The 1994
Distinguished Professor will also be announced. The cost is
$12.50 per person and advance reservations are required.
The President's Concert will be held on Sunday at 2 P.m.
in Lovett Auditorium. The MSU Wind Ensemble, directed by
Dennis Johnson, will perform. The cost is $6 for adults and
$2 for students.
For more information, contact Jones at 762-3001.

Lighting, emergency phones add t o

ca:n~pus

also have the escort service made
director for MSU phones, Green said.
Public Safety. "We
Another problem for MSU's stu~ more accessible to them.
then make recom- dents that may be improved soon is
The telephones will be placed in lobmendations to the the access to public phones on campus. bies of buildings on campus. Once a
administration for Most students who use Public Safety's student picks up the receiver, Public
"'
necessary lighting Racer Patrol Escorts often need an Safety will automatically be dialed.
and emergency tele- escort from the residence halls to
"We are hoping to have a tremenphones."
classes.
dous upgrading in this area by the fall
Second in a
The recomm.endaMSU's Public Safety officials hope of 1994," Green said. "Students do not
series of three tion has been made that'With the introduction 6fthe direct use the Racer Patrol service as much
to add outdoor lighting, upgrade exist- access phones, ·many students ieaving as I would like to see them."
ing lighting, and add emergency tele- · r claSses or the library late at night will
Murray State University Public

.·:. ~~~

BY D ENISE NULL
REPORTER

J.

,

.. 1\.

Although crime on college campuses
is
increasing,
Murray
State
University Public Safety is taking
measures to ensure students' safety.
Several times a semester, the
Campus Safety Committee tours
MSU's campus.
"We walk across the . campus and
lOok for areas that are dark, problem
areas," said Joe Green, associate

..
'
~-

,
1

safety

Safety estimates the Racer Patrol service is used approximately five times
per night.
A certain amount of responsibility in
achieving campus safety falls on the
shoulders of the students themselves.
To encourage this, Public Safety is
involved in educational programs for •
the residence halls.
"We present programs that involve
topics such as alcohol abuse and date
rape," Green said.

You're in Luck!
There are two
Burgers of lhe Month in April:

T h e Bacon Ranch McChicken
and

The Bacon Ranch Quarter Pounder

... And don't forget our everyday value meals:
1. Double Quarter Pounder w I cheese Meal
2. Quarter Pounder w I cheese Meal
3. McGiilled Chicken Meal
4. Two Cheeseburgers
5. McChicken Meal
6. Big Mac Meal

.

Breakfast Buffet: 7-11 a .m .
Saturday • Sunday

107 N. 12th St.
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Crowded lots
vex carless
student; shuttle
solution offered

Board's action
undermines

new

preside~t

Kern Alexander is the new president-elect of
, Murray State University. He has a tremendously
difficult task ahead of him.
Ynder the best of circumstances, the new president of a university must earn the respect of the
campus community and bring stability to the
institution at a time when instability is likely to
be the norm.
Needless to say, the chaos at Murray State now
is not the best of circumstances.
A majority of the Murray State Board of
Regents has shown a callous disregard for the
earnest opinions of many in the campus community. And in their zeal to fill the presidential post
with their hand-picked candidate, the Board
members who make up · that majority have
brought shame and embarrassment to the
University.
They have also seriously undermined the ability of their chosen one to lead Murray State to the
promised land.
When Alexander assumes office July 1, he will
' have two deep, slippery holes to climb out of: one
of his own digging and one dug for him by the
Board of Regents. Neither will be an easy ascent.
The controversy that racked Western during
his presidency now casts its malignant pall over
Murray. And the imperious conduct of the Board
and its search committee has deepened the gloom.
When the final account is made, the Murray
State Board of Regents will still sit on its throne
of invincibility, impervious to criticism from the
I· peons below. Condemnations of processes and
petitions to the governor are but chaff in the wind.
Murray State could have started fresh, with
new leadership and a renewed drive toward excellence. Instead, the Board saddled the University
with a president encumbered by a checkered past,
and then saddled him with the stigma of apparent
corruption and cronyism in the search process.
The ol' gray mare truly ain't what she used to
be.

Campus flora in top form
Fortunately, not every part of campus is as
bleak as the upper floors of Wells Hall.
Across campus, flowers are blooming, trees
have turned green with bright new leaves and the
smell of freshly cut grass reminds all who walk
here that Murray State is a beautiful place to go
to school.
That beauty does not come naturally, of course.
Murray State employees work diligently to keep
the campus flora in top form.
We thank them for that.
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Media professionals teach by example

In the two
and a half
years since I
returned to
school as a
journalism
student,
I
have
had
occasional
opportunities to cover
stories
shoulder-toshoulder
with working
professional newspeople.
Such an opportunity presented itself last week when

LETtERS

'Good ol' boys' staged pep rally for Kern
To the editor:
As one who attended each
presidential interview held on
campus at Murray State
University, I would like to comment on the interview held by
Dr. Kern Alexander.
First, never let it be said that
the good ol' boy network is not
alive and well in our area. The
good ol' boys crawled out of the
woodwork to turn the community portion of the interview
into a pep rally for Kern.
The most vocal of these
cheerleaders had not attended
a single other candidate's community interview to question
them, nor did they really put
forth questions to Alexander.
They came to give testimonials
and give testimonials they did.
While testimonials are fine in
their place, this was not the
place. They spent so much time
telling the rest of us what a fine
fellow Alexander is that those
of us who had questions bad little time to seek answers to
them.
Second, it was apparent from
the beginning of the meeting
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the presidential search and their chosen fields. As a result,
selection brought statewide many graduate with no solid
media attention to campus.
foundation in their profession
In those situations, I try to except that gained in an educado two things. First, as a tional setting.
reporter for TM M u;.,.ay State
Classroom instruction is
News, I try to give our readers essential, but nothing teaches
the most thorough and accu- better than experience.
rate account that time and
So much of a reporter's work
space allow. Second, as a stu- is done in the public eye that
dent, I spend as much time as journalism students have regupossible watching the profes- lar opportunities to see them at
sionals at work.
work and compare cl888room
It can be a rewarding educa- theory with reality.
tional experience.
Students in other fields
Few students in other disci- would be well served if educaplines have the opportunity to tors could devise a way to let
watch profe88ionals at work in them do the same

that Alexander knew his
•Cronies were going to show up.
He opened the meeting by saying that be knew if he could
just make it to the alumni portion of the day, be would have
it made. He was almost right.
Finally, ~meone did manage
to question him about his controversial career at Western
Kentucky University. He
explained his position and disavowed any missteps on his
part.
When I asked him what he
had learned from that experience and bow he would handle
a similar situation at Murray,
be indicated he would handle it
no differently.
This told me that he was not
the man we needed as president at MSU.
We have had far too much
adverse publicity over the past
few years and too much friction
between faculty and the administration. The last person we
needed for the job was one who
would come onto campus prepared to do battle with the faculty in a public way.

Alexander's defense of his
actions was that he was proven
right in the long run. I would
like to suggest that if he
learned nothing from that
experience and would be willing to drag MSU through the
same type of adverse publicity,
his name should have been
removed from the list of candidates.
It would seem that all the
candidates, and the search
committee, have been tainte4
by the secret meetings that
were held over the past weeks.
It was suggested that the position be left open, with James
Booth continuing as acting
president for a year, while
another search was conducted
by a new committee.
This would seem to have been
a fair way of handling the matter so that the next p~sident
would have been able to
assume the duties of this difficult position without the cloud
of apprehension that seems to
hang in the air at present.
Kathy Lyons,
former MSU student

Board selected most opposed candidate
To the editor:
I want to express my disappointment and dismay at the
Board of Regents for its terrible
choice for the new president of
Murray State University.
Kern Alexander is without a
doubt the candidate that was
most opposed by the faculty
and students. If the regents
didn't know this, all they had to
do was pick up TM Murray
State News on the way to the

meeting Friday.
Last week, a big headline on
the front page expressed the
views of the faculty. An editorial cartoon on the Viewpoint
page expressed the view of at
least one student.
Last Friday, someone asked
me, "Do you think they will
hire Alexander?"
I replied, "Not" I felt this
because I believed that the
Board acted for the good of the

l

•

University. Well, not any more.
This is why rm joining many
in signing a petition to be sent
to Gov. (Brereton) Jones.
Perhaps he will listen to the
faculty and students and
replace the Board of Regents
for not acting for the good of
MSU. My wish is that all students will sign the petition and
that the Governor will listen.
Lee Blair,
Sophomore

A recent problem plaguing
Murray State University was
brought to my attention just
the other day in cl888.
It seems as though our
beloved campus is bothered by
overcrowded parlring lots. You
might ask why a person such
as
myself,
who
does
not
In
own a car,
My
would
be
complaining
Qpinion
about
the
lack of parking spaces
available on
campus.
Well, the
reason
for
this is simple.
Every
time I walk
Assistant Spans
out of my
Editor
dorm, I feel
as though I
am surrounded by a huge mass
of cars. Students and faculty
members will park anywhere
on campus they can put a vehicle.
The places people park are
unbelievable. I have seen cars
lined up and down the street,
on islands in the middle of the
parking lots and even in the
grass in some places. I am surprised no one has thought of
parking on the roofs of the
buildings.
Another problem is people
who park in areas other than
those for which they are designated. Students and faculty,
again, are both guilty of 'g rabbing the closest spot to a particular building even if it isn't
in the right zone. &mod famil-..
iar anyone?
One solution that would solve
a major part of the problem
would be to restrict residents of
the dorms from driving their
cars to class. C'mon people, get
real!
No bigger than our lovely
campus is, I would surely think
that everyone could make it to
class in plenty of time without
having to use a tank of gas
looking for a parking space and
eventually taking someone
else's space.
Now that I am through picking on faculty and students, I
would like to throw an idea to
whomever it may concern.
My suggestion would be to
start a shuttle system and also
offer reserved parking tags for
anybody wishing to purchase
one.
With the shuttle, students
and faculty members could
park their vehicles at Stewart
Stadium, where the bus would
pick them up and run a route
to every part of campus. The
bus would also provide trips
back across campus and would
repeat this process several
times daily.
This system would also be
beneficial to students or faculty who do not own a vehicle.
With a reserved parking tag,
a student or faculty member
would be able to pay a base fee
to reserve a parking space for a
semester.
Revenue received from parking tags would provide maintenance for the buses and keep
them with a full tank of gas.
So the next time the parking
problem resurfaces, please consider this solution.
T1u! Murray State News
welcomes commentaries
and letters to the editor.
Letters should be 300
words or less and must be
signed. Writers should
include their address and
phone number for verification. TM News reserves
the right to edit for style
and length. Published letters are kept on file for
inspection in The News
office in Wl.lson Hall.

Focus
•
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Facility has many p.u rpos·e s
Murray State University is ready for the
arrival of the Regional Special Events Center.
But some people might ask the question,
"What exactly is it?"
"It is a multipurpose center designed to
accommodate larger audiences, help economic development and, in addition, it is also a
modem up-to-date basketball facility," said
James L. Booth, acting president of MSU.
Bill Rayburn, director program development and alumni affairs, said some of the
events that will be held in the center are
men's and women's basketball, concerts,
graduation and other large assemblies.
Rayburn said it will also go beyond the uni. versity because it will hold trade shows and
conventions.
Chuck Ward, director of development and
alumni affairs, said a person will possibly be
hired to have responsibility of the building
and to book events.
"This is something Murray baa not had
before," Rayburn said.
"The center will open initially with 6,500
seats, but will later be expanded to 8,500
seats," Rayburn said.
He said the money for the center was
acquired through local fundraisers, which
raised $2 million, and economic development
funds, which totalled $18 million.
'The economic development bond moneY,
was given to the university for the center to
be built and for that purpose only," said
Chuck Ward, director of development and
alumni affairs.
Booth said the university is in the process of
selling the $18 million in state bonds in the

"It is a multipurpose center
designed to accommodate larger
audiences, help economic development and is a modern up-to-date
basketball facility. "
James L. Booth
acting president of MSU
next week.
Rayburn said there has been a recent meeting with architects and the state and that
plans are being completed. Bidding for construction could begin in the next couple of
months.
He said that two or three different sites
were looked at before deciding on a spot and '
that when building a f8cility this size, there
should be several locations to choose from.
Ed West, director of facilities management,
said it was once planned to be built in front of
Stewart Stadium. It ia now being built
according to original plans, however.
Rayburn said there are two entrances at
different levels.
"There is an entrance below the seats and
there is also a floor level entrance above the
seating, "' Rayburn said.
Ward said that a building like this always
takes a little longer to build than other types.
BECKY YOUNGWHTI-\I'STAIT
"If somebody wants to build a house, you
just do it, but when building a government An HSU student looks at the scale model of the R. .lonaJ SpedaJ Events Center In the Currls
project such as this, there are several regula- Center. Construction for the center bepn lut •mater behind Sprlnpr Hall. The center will hold
events such as basketball pmes, concera and 1racluat1on.
tions to work around,• Booth said.

RSEC benefits. MSU
The arrival of the Regional
Special Events Center will
bring many benefits to Murray
State University and the community.
"The center will enhance the
use of other facilities at the
University," said Anne Adams,
director of the Murray tourism
commission.
James L. Booth, acting president ofMSU, said that, because
of the facility, student enrollment will probably increase.
"The facility will be attractive to both students and parents. It's not just the building
itself that is attractive, but the
events that will be held in the
center," Booth said.
Chuck Ward, director of
development and alumni
affairs, said the center will be
an economic benefit because it
will make money.
Bill Rayburn, director of program development and alumni
affairs, said the center is definitely a benefit because it gives
the University a new facility for
special events.
"When someone looks at a
university, they look at the
facilities. The center will definitely be a prominent feature
on campus, like the Currie

SPECIAL EVENTS CENTER
The R~g~nal Specia.fEvents Centerwill have the following ; ''

• chairbacklbleacher seats
• Qxhiblt h~ll (30,009 sq. ft:)
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Center," Rayburn said.
Adams said the center will
enhance business and attract
many businesses from around
the region.
"From a tourism standpoint,
it is not only positive for the
community, but also for the
region," Adams said.
She said the Tourism
Commission fully supports the
center.
Ward said that tourism will
be enhanced because of small

conventiOn bookings and lodging facilities could be increased.
"It is truly a center for a wide
variety of activities and will
definitely
attract
more
tourists," Adams said.
"The expansion of events will
have more of an influence than
the building itself," Rayburn
said.
One issue that the center
could possibly have an effect
upon ia lodging.
•At this time, we have an

adequate lodging, but perhaps
this will later be a matter we
will have to look into," Adams
said.
Ward said he thinks Drury
Inns and Hampton Inns are
considering developing in
Murray.
Ward said the center will
also be a place to hold activities, such as commencement, in
comfort.
"When I graduated from
Murray State, I remember how
hot Racer Arena was," Ward
said.
He said some academic
events require larger audiences
and this facility will definitely
hold a larger audience than
Racer Arena.
"'This will also mean that the
state will upgrade and move up
road projects on the calendar,"
Ward said
He said the building should
be an enhancement to the campus, Western Kentucky and the
region.
Adams said that it will certainly provide vast usage to the
University and even beyond the
University. because it will be a
great benefit for the community.

Construction for center begins
Tennis courts behind Springer Hall to be relocated
Many students and faculty
night notice the construction
going on behind Springer Hall
and around Stewart Stadium.
This is where much of the
construction for the Regional
Special Events Center has
begun to take place. For those
students who miss the tennis
courts behind Springer Hall
and the practice football fields,
there is no need to worry. They
are being relocated to new
areas.

Ed West, director of facilities
management, said the practice
fields are being relocated to
where the tennis courts behind
Springer Hall used to be.
. The tennis courts will be built
at the north end of the intramural complex across the street
from Hester Hall at 16th and
Waldrop streets.
West said ~e anticipated the
relocations to be finished by the
first of June.
"Because of the bad weather,

especially this winter, it will be
later than expected," West said.
"The weather hasn't cooperated at all. We hoped to have it
done this summer," said James
L . Booth, acting president of
the university.
Booth said the relocations
will probably completed by late
summer
Bill Rayburn, director of program development and alumni
affairs, said work on the practice football fields was delayed

for a· while because construction b.Bd to wait for spring football to be over.
Rayburn said , in addition to
the tennis courts and the practice football fields being relocated, there are also some powerline relocations.
"Construction for the center
itself is scheduled to begin in
the summer of 1994 and is to be
completed by the summer of
1996," Rayburn said.

J

Fundraising for
regional center
successful
The proposed size of the
Regional Special Events
Center has required the
University to raise money
through fundraising efforts
and required the help of economic development funds from
the state. ,
Chuck Ward, director of
development and alumni
affairs, said the fundraising
campaign began jn December
of 1990 when the University
received major gifts from local
businesses.
During the spring of 1991,
alumni and friends were contacted around the region as
possibilities for donating personal gifts. In the fall of 1991,
there was a phonathon.
Alumni was contacted once
again.
Ward said that soon after
that, alumni and friends were
called back during several follow-up calls.
In April of 1993, the
University received a major
gift. from local businessmen
and foundation trustee, Harry
Crisp. He made a $200,000
pledge for the fundraising
effort. Because ofthis, the university met its goal of $2 million.
Ward said the University
had to hold fundraising eventa
in order to get help from economic development funds.
Originally, the University was
given $10 million. If two million dollars could be raised
through fundraising, $8 million more would be given to the
University from economic
development funds.
"Because we surpassed the
goal of two million dollars, we
received economic development funds totalling $18 million," Ward said.

..--------------,

CENTER COST
Of the $20 million to be spent on
the RSEC, the funding breakdown

is as follows:

Source: ALUMNI AFFAIRS OFFICE
NOlAN B. PATTON /SI.aff

Nearly $2.5 million baa been
raised from fundraising.and
the University is in the process
of selling the $18 million in
bonds back. This means that
no money was lost on the pro-
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"•
:

,•

~

ject.

Maintaining and operating a
facility this size will also 1
require even more money than ~
what has already been raised. .,
Winfield Rose, chair of the •
Faculty Senate finance com- •
mittee, said the facility has to •
be maintained and operated '
and not much thought has '
been put into that aspect of the
center.
Rose said that Southeast .
Missouri University's ShowMe-Center costs $800,000 a
year to operate and he does not
see how this can happen at .
Murray Stat.
"'I don't see us raising •
$800,000 a year through trade .
1
shows and conventions," Rose
said.
. ,
The center has not been
included in the higher education budget, either.
Rose said that, because of
this, student activity fees
might have to be raised.
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One down, one to go

Course, towel fees explained

West Fine Arts elevator running, east one not

recreation classes were unfair.
"I never got any towels,• Martin said. "The
did not even mention anything about
teachers
What do chemistry, tennis, Spanish, fencthe
towels."
ing, racquetball and swimming classes have
Booth said complaints by students about
in common? Give up?
course
fees are legitimate, but the issues conEach of these classes requires the student to
cerning
the fees are complex.
pay a course or towel fee. When a student reg"'State
budgets over the past four years have
isters for these classes, the course or towel fee
decreased,
not increased, and the cost of
amounts are automatically charged and
instruction
has
gone up," Booth said. "So, to
appear on the student's schedule.
avoid
compromising
the quality of instruction
Many other courses also require course or
available
to
the
student,
additional course
towel fees. Jim Booth, provost and acting
fees
may
be
charged.
Major
reasons
for course
president, said nearly every department offerfee
increases
also
include
market
costs and
ing classes at Murray State haa a course fee.
modernizing."
Booth said course fees are used to replace
Dean Hoff, senior .from Dover, Tenn. said
equipment and expendable supplies, purchase
new equipment and maintain the highest most of his Spanish classes had course fees.
"' don't th.ink the current fees are exorbiquality of instruction offered by courses.
Some students do not think the course fees tant," Hoff said."They help support the forare necessary. Jeanette Goins, seriior from eign language lab." ·
Tracy Fister, senior from Owensboro, said
Owensboro, questioned their purpose.
"'I don't think they are really necessary," she did not have a problem with paying the
Goins said. "Why do some courses require a fees. "The University has to pay for the towels
and equipment somehow," she said.
fee and some don't?"
Some students have complaints about the
Booth said course fees are reviewed every
towel fees.
spring, and new fee proposals are taken td the
Matt Martin, graduate student from Board of Regents at the November board
Paducah, said the $5 towel fees he paid for meeting
BY REY CRAIG

STAFF WRillR

BY JANICE M . f ULPS
Ntws EoooR

AssiSTANT

Life is full of pet peeves and
annoyances, but no other nuisance is quite so familiar to
students, faculty and staff as
encounters with malfunctioning elevators.
Recently, students, faculty
and staff who frequent the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center
have had to deal with bothersome elevators.
For the past two weeks, at
least one of the two elevators
has stayed in disrepair.
Initially, the larger of the two
broke down and the smaller
one kept functioning.
Ed West, director of facilities
managment, said the larger
elevator has been fixed with
parts from the smaller one.
West said the larger west elevator was chosen to remain
running because its size would
better se!Ve users.
"Lousy maintenance by outside contracters," old age and
limited access to parts were
cited by West as reasons the
elevators have broken down.
Constant and excessive ·u se
were other reasons West said
the elevator in the Fine Arts
building are not working now.
West said he could not pr.)diet when both Fine Arts elevators would be up and running With one elevator malfunctioning, students must crowd into the
again, but it may not be until one remaining elevator in the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
the end of the semester.
paperwork and sometimes ment up the stairs all the time.
In the meantime, access to instruments she said.
West said facilities managonly one elevator is causing
ment
is no longer depending on
"'These elevators are terridispleasure to users.
River
City Elevator of
Lora Schumann, professor of ble," said Schumann. "'They're Evansville, Ind., to repair the
music, said she relies on the old and they're used a lot."
elevators.
elevators in the Fine Arts
John Whitaker, freshman
Maintenance will now be
building because she has to go from Benton, said that as a handled by two full-time
to the third and sixth floors music m.ajor, it can be a real mechanics emplo~ by the
several times a day.
inconvenience to carry instru- University who were hired two
She also has to carry a lot of ments, music and other equip- weeks ago.

Fire safety procedures invokeQ
BY MICHELE LONGWORTH
REPORTER

Recently, several steps have been taken to
enhance campus fire safety.
The need to increase safety comes with the
potential frequency of fires.
Larry Anderson, head of fire safety at
Facilities Management, said wherever there is
electricity, there is a chance for fires to occur.
Anderson said the microwaves allowed in residence halls are not a big fire hazard. However,
when circuit s are overloaded, a fire could result.
Most of the circuits on campus are running
conduits, an added safety feature. But Anderson
stressed that if equipment were not maintained,
the chances of having a fire would be greater.
The fire extinguishers located in all of the
'bUilaiDP on tampui are cheCked Visually by the
custodial staff once a month and are manually
maintained by facilities management. A history

card file is kept on each flre
extinguisher. .
Beginning in June, Public
Safety will monitor all fire
alarms, heat detection sensors
and water shut-off valves. Joe
Green, associate director of
Second In a
Public Safety, said Public
series of three Safety,
unlike Facilities
Management, has 24-hour help.
This summer, another safety feature will be
added to two residence halls. Smoke detectors
will be installed in every room in Regents and
Hester halls.
Developed in 1988, Murray State University
has a SO-page natural disasters handbook.
Green said the plan does not cover every
minute cieqW, aa many split-second decitions
would be made in the event of an actual emergency.
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Are you graduating
with a 3.30 GPA
or higher?
Th e University would
like to recogn ize honor graduates this year by their wearing of gold cords during the
commencem en t ceremony.
The cords may be purch ased at t h e University
Bookstore wh ere there is a
list of all honor graduates.

Congratulations on
your hard work and
success!
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NEWS

Rape charges dropped
BY jEFF DREWS
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Calloway County grand jury
handed down a "no true bill"
Wednesday in the case involving
six
Murray
State
University students charged
with rape and sodomy.
"'t means the grand jury did
not feel that there should be
~inal
chargee pressed
against the six individuals,"
said Mike Ward, commonwealth attorney for Marshall
and Calloway counties.
"A no true bill means the
charges are dropped," he said.
Allen 0. Johnson, Norman
Mason, John Pitta and Chianti
Woodlee were each charged
with one count of of first degree
sodomy March 7.
Stu E. Broady was charged
with first degree sodomy and
first degree rape.
Stephens
was
Antonio
charged with kidnapping and
complicity to commit sodomy.
"The jury did not determine
innocence or guilt," Ward said.
-rhey just did not have eno~gh
evidence to go to trial.
-rhe grand jury heard the

complaining witness on two
Johnson, Stephens and
separate occasions and also Broady were suapended from
from a friend of hers that was school by the MSU Appeals
present and felt like there was Board on March 23.
no force or threats and that it
Mason, Pitts and Woodlee
was consensual," Ward said.
were diamiased from the resi*The grand jury was con- dence halls and told only to
cerned for the complaining wit- attend cla.saes and the library.
ness, but did not feel like a
All six have withdrawn from
crime was committed."
the University.
By order of Judge David
The individuals suspended
Buckingham, Mason and can appeal their 8U8pensions
Johnson were released from by presenting a detailed statejail. The others were already ment to the president of the
free on bail.
University listing the grounds
The charges will not be on for the appeal, said assistant to
their permanent records, Ward the associate vice president
MikeYoung
.
said.
Head football coach Houston
The Board of Regents
Nutt said he was ecstatic when Student
Disciplinary
he heard the news about Committee will .then hold a
Mason, who was a wide receiv- hearing wit.h.fu five days.
er for the Racer football team.
Young said special circum"As I told you before, I'd be stances would allow the men to
the first one to walk him to the receive an extension to the fivepenitentiary if he was guilty. day deadline. The University's
Now I'm going to be the first decision to uphold the suspen·
one to help him," Nutt said. sion or denounce it will be
"He's going to be watched more determined by evidence prethan any other player (if he sented at the hearing.
returns to school)."
The students who were disEven though the charges missed from the residence halls
were dropped, the six are still may appeal to the MSU
faced with another problem.
Judicial Board.

YET ANOTHER PLUS •••

~~::

SAVE¥~

REPORTER

Sexual harassment is not
just a women•s issue. Men can
be sexually harassed, too.
Reverse sexual harassment,
although not predominant, is a
serious issue.
'chris Pitman, sophomore
from Calhoun, said he is not
sure how he would react to
being sexually harassed.
"It depends on her motivation-is she doing it because
she is interested or because she
feels she can be domihant?" he

said. " I think
it (reverse
sexual harrassment) is
an issue of
control domiSexual
nance.
She
Harrassment
may be actLast In a series
ing that way
of three
because she
was
once
look~ down upon at her job
because she was a woman.
Pitman, making it clear he
felt sexual harassment was
wrong in any case, said this
possible motivation would be

H

the same for men who aexually
harass co-workers.
Ash Duncan, junior from
Fulton, said he experienced
,s exual innuendo in a past work
environment.
"1 am not sure you could call
it harassment. I kind of enjoyed
it," he said, laughing. "But I
can see how it could be a real
problem.•
Although reverse sexual
haraasmen.t is not common, it
happens. In a recent survey 15
percent of men said they had
been se:.mally harassed.
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Book bags 'hot items' (or thieves
BY PAMELA

R.

DIXON

STAFF WRITER

Mike Boulds,
sophomore
from Eldorado, m., remembers
the
problems he endured
after getting his books stolen
last semester.
"I had to boiTOw notes from
friends and books from my professors since it was the Friday
right before finals," Boulds
said. "I lost three of my four
books and a calculator in addition to my backpack."
Boulds said he iB more careful with his books since the
incident.
"I write my name in my
books and I always check them
in the security room at
Winslow," Boulds said.
Boulds advises students to
watch their books carefully.
Bobby McDowell, manager of
the university bookstore said
one thing students could do to
protect books is to label them.
· "If students would put their
name or a number on a certain
page in the book for identification there's a chance that the
book will be recognized if someone tries to return it,"McDowAll

"Bad Girls"

<R>

said.
McDowell said when books
are
returned,
bookstore
employees look for those with a
number or identification inside.
"If the book is stolen we have
the person's name and social
security number to go by," he
said. "Then we look at our slip
and call campus security. The
person whose book was taken
can prosecute if they choose to
do so."
Dorothy Miller, manager of
Winslow cafeteria said the
bookbag check-in center has
been very successful.
-we converted an old office
into a security corner," Miller
said. "Students receive tickets
for their bookbags, coats,
umbrellas, or whatever they
wish to check in. When the student gets ready to leave they
just return their ticket and we
match it to the item that they
brought in."
Miller said since the checkroom was instituted there have
been fewer thefts in Winslow.
"Before there was hardly a
week where we wouldn't get a
call about a missing item,"
Miller said.

POUCEBEAT
Aprll19
1:26 p.m. - Ash Duncan reported the theft of a 12-speed gray
Raleigh bike. The bike had yellow brake cables.

Aprll20
3:46p.m.- A female student reported that a male was exposing
himself In the Regents Hall parking lot A description of the male was
given. An Investigation is pending.

April 21
6:11 p.m. - Two glr1s were caught taking toilet paper from
restrooms In the Price Doyle Fine Arts BuildillJ.

Aprll22
12:48 am.- There was a report of a fight between several members of Alpha Tau Omega and Lambda Chi Alpha fraternities. Murray
Pollee Department and Public Safety officers responded.

Aprll23
11 :53 a.m. - Ashley Haak reported the theft of a MT-300, 21 •speed, 26-incn Raleigh mountain bike.
12:27 p.m.- The Murray Are Department extinguished a bush fire
which broke out behind Franklin Hall.
April 24
3:21 p.m. -

An elevator was stuck on the first floor of Hart Hall.

April 25
10:49 a.m. - A resident of College Courts reported being followed
by a male In a red Camaro.

Racer Patrol escorts
Aprll19- 25: 20

Melissa Famum/Staff

Book baa check-In slots like these in Winslow Cafeteria should be
used to help lower the risk of end-of-the-semester theft.

Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiJed by Janice M.
Fulps, assistant n9W8 editor, from materlal8 •val/able l) the public at
the Public Safety Office.
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RIGHT
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A refreshing ·t ook at campus
The beauty of rocks ...
I thought to myself 'what could be so pretty about a rock garden?'
I entered through the breezeway of the Fine Arts Center to admire the rock garden when I felt a
strong cold, yet not chilling, breeze. I had felt it before when I had a class in the Fine Arts Center's
and used to go through the breezeway to class. I then went to the wooden bench by the rock garden
and sat. down.
' I saw a sign there that says somethlng like 'enjoy the garden with all your souls but not your soles.'
It meant do not walk in the rock garden so I decided to admire from "afar." There was a single yellow flower that resembled a goldenrod. It stood tall and proud. The wind was blowing the flower, but
it resisted and refused to be knocked down. Beside the flower were shrubs and bushes and of course,
rocks. Some were big rocks and some were little. They reminded me of icebergs in the middle of nn
ocean. There was soft sand that layed like a carpet underneath the rocks and greenery. AB I was
admiring this beauty spot, I heard a loud sound. But , what was it?
It was a trumpet. I remembered I was right below the music rooms where many instruments are
played. It was distracting at first, but became part of the beautiful scene:ry, almost as if it had been
planted there like the yellow flower.
Who would have thought a rock garden could be beautiful and peaceful, certainly not me until that
day.
-MAGGIE C ARTER

Becky Youngwcrth/ Staff

STAFF WRITER

The rock garden Is located in the breezeway of Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.

The

aur~

of Racer Arena ...

The sounds of victory are a faint memory in Racer arena. The thunderous beats of the band are
gone.
The banners hung with the pride of previous years hang without glory or recognition.
Mouth-watering smells from the concession stand have evaporated from the air. Not even a
crumb is in sight.
On the walls hang pictures of the best teams in the school's history. AB you look at. the pictures
of the past years you can almost hear the joyous screams and cheers from the crowds.
-M ICHELLE STINNETI
REPORTER

'

The polished floor of Racer Arena shines after a successful basketball season.

The great outdoors
...
.
.

Jud Cook/ Staff

Student s, as well as other wildlife such as squirrels, can be seen scurrying around campus In
the springtime.

While sitting outside of Lovett Auditorium, I came to realize that things gradually change at
Murray State University when spring arrives.
With warm sun beaming down on nie, I began to hear the birds singing as they flew down to take
a rest on the lawn.
·
I noticed that people were walking slower than usual. I could hear people talking and laughing.
This is not a common occurrence in the winter time because people are usually freezing and they
want to find shelter fast.
Students also enjoyed the nice weather by stitting outside and studying. Students also are participating in more outdoor activities, such as biking and rollerblading.
But with the good weather also come bad things such as bugs and that distracting sound of the
lawn mower.
As it does for most students, taking a moment to enjoy the nice weather had to come to an end. I
gathered up my books and took in one last breath of clean air (as clean as it gets these days) and
walked to class.
-A NGELA SHADE

Cooking in Business Building.. .

STAFFWRJTIR

The smell of simmering chili hovers around you and invites you to come take a closer look.
Even if food is the last thing on your mind as you frantically cram for that test you failed to
study for, your taste buds cannot help but stand up and take notice.
·
There are plenty of yummy things to eat at the food cart located on ~he second floor lounge of
the Business Building.
"We opened up in October," said Angie McKinney, the attendant on duty. "The students really seem to like the convenience."
The cart is stocked with enough goodies to satisfy even a man-sized appetite. Food selections
include items such as warm biscuits, glazed doughnuts, sandwiches, fresh fruit, salads and chili.
"I like to come here because the food is good and it is cheap," said Lori Shelton, freshman from
Benton.
The food cart is open daily from 7:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
\

Time for television

-Suzme Guess
REPORTER

•••

Flickering images of Leeza Gibbons crackling in on the big screen illuminate the corner into
which five slouching students stare. From where do they come and why come here of all places?
It's the top of the eleventh morning hour and another student enters the Curris Center TV room
to catch the changing of the talk shows. Like a twentieth century siren, the constant drone of
whining panelists lures yet another curious scholar into lethargic apathy.
No one argues about what to watch. Everyone views with same amount of interest. A young
couple smooch through a few commercials. An occasional acquaintance pops in to touch base
with a friend. All in all, it is a harmonious exchange of both love and not·so-vital information.
Nathan Brown, junior from Paducah, said that·the TV room is an ideal way to kill time.
"No energy is required," he said.
Whether it is to chat, neck, tune in or tune out, the always accessible asylum from the worrisome world of academia will continue to draw students into the Curris Center.
· JOSH WILKES
REPORTER

John Stevens/ Staff

Jamie Shaw, senior from Mt. Vernon, Ill., checks out the selection of goodies at the food cart
located In the Business Building.
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:MSU Dance Company hosts concert
BY SUZEITE S. GUESS .
REPORTER

Aak Jean Elvin, artistic
director of the Murray State

Univeraity Dance Theatre
Company, what the dance company does, and she'll probably
say, "they perform and they
dance like mad."
The dance company has been
busy rehearsing for the 13th
Annual Spring Dance Concert,
titled "A Baker's Dozen
Aseort:inent of Dance Theatre,•
to be presented today .and
Saturday at 8 p.m. in the
Robert E. Johnson Theatre.
The concert is a fully-produced main-stage performance
in which daDcee are coetu:med,
lights are deligned and props
or &eta are UJed. Dancers must
audition for inclusion in this
concert and choreography is by
guest artists, faculty and students.
The dance company keeps
busy throughout the year with
loada of other exciting activities.
The company presents an
informal concert or a studio
showing ofWOI'U in progress in
the fall This concert is a lhowcaae for projects by dance
minora, company members and
movement students. Dances
from this concert are often

Jud Cook/ Staff
Amy W heat, freshman from Louisville, practices for the 13th
annual dance theat re conce r t tonight.

developed further to audition
for the spring concert the following semester.
"Many dancers like this concert because it gives them a
1ow-key' chance to perform in
new dances for the first time,"
Elvin said.
Other activities during the
year include the American
College Dance Festival, a
regional conference that many
dancers attend to submit dance
performances which are judged
and critiqued.
"'t 's a big honor to be chosen
for the gala concert at the end
of the week after the three days
of adjudication," Elvin said.
"The other thing that happens
at ACDFA is many dance classes are taught during that time.
Students are attending classes
by other faculty members from
other colleges and meeting students from other colleges and
then seeing their performances.•
The dance theatre also
invites at least one and often
two guest artists to comEt in
every year to work with the
dance company members and
to teach master classes.
Additionally, the dance company makes appearances in the
community when the performances can be arranged
around students''schedules.

Students get involved with
the MSU Dance Theatre in
many different ways and come
from a broad range of academic
areas.
"' started by taking a jazz
class, did the concert last year,
declared my minor, and now
I'm doing it all," said Amy
Whitlow, sophomore from
Prospect.
Nicole Cooper, junior theatre
major and dance minor from
Louisville, said she .knew she
wanted to dance because she
believes it is a huge form of
expression.
"I knew that I needed to
express myself in some way
because I sing and I'm also an
actress - so I figured that I
should dance," Cooper said.
Jamey Jennings, senior from
Paducah is stage manager for
the dance concert. He describes
the company simply as a group
of people who get together to
dance.
"Anyone is welcome to join
and you can take it as a cretHt.
class or you can take it just to
have fun," Jennings said. "It's
all groups of people, all ages men, women, children, students and faculty - anyone
who's interested in dance is
more than welcome to join the
MSU Dance Company."

Three MSU graduates to be honored tomorrow
BY jOSH W ILKES
REPORT£R

Alumni Weekend is being celebrated today through Sunday
and among the many activities
scheduled is the Alumni and
Friends Luncheon.
During this luncheon, which
will be at noon on Saturday,
three distinguished alumni will
be honored. They are Jerry

Sbroat, Richard Anderson and the Shield sta1f as aporta editor
in 1960-61, aasistant editor in
AB. Waters.
Jerry Shroat is the president 1961-62 and editor in 1962-63.
of the personal lines division He waa alao selected to Who's
with
Great
American Who Among Students in
American
Colleges
and
Insurance Co. in Cincinnati.
Shroat graduated
from Universities.
Also among the h onored
Murray State College in 1963
with a bachelor's degree in hie- alumni ia Richard Anderson of
tory and political science. Roswell, Ga. Anderson has
VVhile at Murr ay State been vice president of intercon·
University, Shroat served on nection, public and operator

service for Bellsouth Corp.
since December.
Anderson is a 1980 and 1981
graduate of MSU with a bachelor's degree in marketing and a
master's degree in business
administration.
A.B. Waters, of Duncan,
Okla., is a registered professional engineer and consultant
in the area of stimulation of
petroleum reservoirs.

Waters earned his bachelor's
degree in mathematict~ in 1941
from Murray State Teacher's
College, where he was a member of the concert and marching
bands.
Waters, who is a native of
Murray, established a scholarship at this university in 1987
to help students pursue a
degree in mathematics or pbysic8l science.
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Dorm
popularity
declines
among

students
BY jiMMIE BROOKS

REPoltTIR

Home is where Jll08t
Murray State University
etudenta like to be whenever they can.

in--

When 8Chool is
bow do 2, 432 men ancl
women deal with the liviot
<Xmditione of their "'home"
oncampua?
The residence haJla houe
SO percent of 'MSU'a stu·
dent population.
Becau1e this cam~ ia
small, it requires student&
to associate among each

otber.
'
MeetiDi new frienda are
some ofthe good ibmp~
make dormitory lite 81Qo7'lble.

Bocb.:ln Ale:under:, frellb. .

JDaJl

fivm Louinille, ~

that meeting new people ia
8J\ioyable but he eaicl be
still tblnka the donna are
too small.

"Wa alway& good to maet
other etudenta, but 1ll6&ting
people isn't the only thiDg:
Aleubder said. -rite roama
are too small and it!a bard
to control the room tam~
ature."
Adam Whitten, a junior
from Fulton who U.vee off
campus.

'

"It's difterent but it'a
worth the while,. 'WhitteD.
said. "'t's aood to have your

own privacy and

)'OW'

own

time. Freedom is the oDly
dift"erence between
oa.
and off campus.•

livmc

There's no
match for
The Murray
State News

The Sisters of
Alpha Omicron PI
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The Ultimate
Pleasure Machine
has arrived in Murray
The high technology,
dry heal, dual pulsation,
body conditioner

We had a great time at

OLD SOUTH!

the sisters ot ALPHA DMJCROI PI

Ex~rience

• ~ 30-m/nute body massage while
listlming to 100tli1ng music to ease your mind.

•:, "'> I II I
...,;....

.

"II

.,

Try our llelaxMate• &lusts An adnatare lD Wefrht . _,
for ulllmate lenalon release Health, • Reluatioa, oDiy at. ..

KAREN•&o -HAIR
STUDIO
.

1701 121 N.

•w-

KMn

F~~~"

753-3481

August Moon

A.L\IJ is having a great
\

~

Alpha Sigma Phi's

Sprihg Fling!

759--4653

Welcome Alumni

Casa del Sol
11 00 Chestnut

Located in '"Olympic PlazaN, Murray
'

.fj

&

Keep up the good work!

"Fried Dumpling
Special for $2.99 "

Dine in or carry out

I

time during

,Gifts Of Distinction From The Southwest"
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Map often

needed to
find a
treasure
Treasures
are often difficult to find.
Aa kids, our
parents send
us to the
back yard
(and presumably out
of their way)
to dig for
hidden riches. They
warn us not
to dig all the
wayro
' - - - - ---' China, without bothering to mention any shallow
gas lines we might find before
we hit Beijing.
As we grow older, but not
always smarter, we still have
the urge tAl find lost treasures.
Some of us learn ro love it so
much we decide ro become
journalists so we are allowed
ro excavate for a living. (Some
people will argue that journalists don't earn enough to live
on, only enough ro survive on.
It seems people take the idea
of the press a little roo literally.)
Regardless of why we look
for treasures, we all want to
find them. That's why they are
treasves - they're highly va1ued.
Uni>rtunately, we often go
about our search in the wrong
way.
In.Mead of turning over
JD08HO'I8l"8d MCks and ereat..
ing DIW paths, we follOw the
crowds. In the journalist's
case, this takes him w the
press conference or ribbon-cutting ceremony. And more
specifically, it takes the sports
journalist to the baaketball
game or the media day. These
are the kinds of places where
unclaimed treasures are as
difficult w find as good lefthanded pitching.
But with any luck, we stumble across something that not
even a mentally-challenged
sports writer could miss.
The treasure I so feebly
stumbled upon on Saturday
was the Murray State track
team's very own Heather
Samuel.
Granted, the soft..spoken
Samuel ia not exactly bw~~d
undec the Stewart Stadium
track, but she is nonetheless
overabadowed by the glare of
&ther sports.
This ia too bad.
Samuel's performance at
Saturday's OVC Track and
Field Championships is the
stufflegends are made of.
Five events, five first-place
finishes. A third OVC Female
Outdoor Track Athlete of the
Year award in three years.
Popeye who?
Samuel and the rest of
Murray State's track teams
are never going to garner the
attention the high profile
sports do. But, for any of you
who want ro catch a glimpse of
Murray State's most dominating athlete, you should make a
bee-line tAl Stewart Stadium,
because Stewart Stadium is
where you will find Heather
Samuel.
I can't assw:e you what
event she will be competing in.
All I can promise you is that
whatever the event, her closest competitor won't be standing tallest on the medal platform when all is said and
done.
Now that I have given you
the map that leads ro this talent, you should search the
Racer treasure out yourself.
You won't discover a large
crowd, just a large talent.

In
My

Jud Cook/Photo Editor
Eric Dixon, senior from Carmi, Ill .• looks like he Is ready to make
a serious attempt at first place in the javelin competition. Dixon
won the event at the Ohio Valley Conference Track and Field
Championships held In Murray last Saturday.

Jud Cook/Photo Editor
Marcus Brown. sophomore from W est Mem phis, Ark•• did not clear this high jump attempt at
the OVC Track and Field Cha mpionships. Brown. In only his second track competition since
hlah school, m lued t hts atte mpt at t he co nference record, but did clear 6-1 0 to eam first
place.

Sa muel's four firsts pace MSU
Pate earns conference coach of the year honors
BY MATT PEREBOOM
SPORTS EDITOR

It is rare to find an athlete
who can completely dominate
any athletic competition. But
it is rarer yet, to find an athlete who can, through sheer
w··~ and determination, decide
her team's fortunes.
Fortunately for Murray
Stln;e, Heather Samuel ia such
an athlete.
Samuel,
junior
from
Antigua, scored 42.5 points for
the Lady Racer track team
that placed second in the Ohio
Valley Conference Track and
Field Championships held at
Stewart
Stadium
last
Saturday.

Samuel shines
The 1994 OVC Female
Outdoor Track Athlete of the
Year won the 100-, 200-, and
400-meter dashes as well as

the javelin competition. She
also anchored the school's
4x400 relay team to a comefrom-behind victory.
The Lady Racers defeated a
good Eastern Kentucky team
113-111, but could not catch a
very deep Middle Tennessee
State University. MTSU won
the meet with 133 total points.
Samuel's performances in
the 100 and 200 were not surprising, but this season ia her
first serious attempt at competing in the 400.
"I only started running the
400 this year to get stronger,"
Samuel said.
Apparently it worked.
Although Samuel is very talented, she explained her
tremendous success in very
simple terms.
"It's because of hard work
and dedication," Samuel said.
As a team, the Lady Racers
received several strong performances.
Sophomore
Charmaine

Thomas was tops in the BOOmeters and placed third in the
1,500-meter run.
Phyllis Jackson ran second
in the 400-meter hurdles and
Melody Helgerson finished
third in the 5,000-meter run.
Renee Bailey speared third
place in the javelin competition that had the Racers place
three of the top four finiehets.
The Murray State men'•
team alao competed well while
placing third in the overall
competition.
In only his second track competition since high achool,
sophomore Marcus Brown
cleared 6-foot-10 to win the
high jump. Brown, a tintteam All-OVC selection in basketball, attempted to break
the Stewart Stadium l'eCOI'd of
7-2, but was not aucceaaful.
Brown's jumping mate Chris
Barber fi.niahed third thanks
to his mark of 6-4. Barber also
placed second in the triple
jump and fourth in the long

jump.
Eric Dixon won the javelin
competition on his final
attempt. Racer teammate
Greg Deaves finished fourth in
the same event and placed second in the shot put.
Chris Barriagar survived
the 3,000-meter steeple chase
to win with a time of nine minutes and forty-seven seconds.
He also finished fifth in the
5,000-meter run.
Lyndon Hepburn claimed
the fastest time in the 400meter hurdles.
Shawn Edmonson won the
pole vault competition.
Middle Tennessee also won
the men's division. The Blue
Raiders had seven tint-place
finishes and topped runner-up
Southeast Missouri 159-136.
MSU finished with 107 points.

the OVC Women's Coach of
the Year.
Murray State had 29 season's bests and 11 personal
bests during the meet,
achievements that may have
influenced voters.
It is the first time an MSU
coach has wor.. the award siru:e
Margaret Simmons received
the recognition in 1991.
Simmons was also chosen in
1981.
Samuel's selection as female
track athlete of the year is not
only the juniors third, but her
selection also marks the fifth
consecutive year a Murray
State women has received the
recognition. Dianne Woodside
won the award in 1990 and
Felicia Upton did the same in
1991.
Middle's victory in the women's competition continues
Pate praised
MTSU's string of three championships. Middle or Eastern
The Racers' head coach has claimed the last nine Ohio
Wayne Pate was selected as Valley Conference crowns.

Golf's landscape changing
BY

Scon NANNEY

AND MICHELLE STINNETT
STAFF WRITERS

According to The Language of
Sport, a book by Tim
Considine, golf is defined as a
game in which one or more
player s try to knock a small
r esilient ball into nine or eighteen holes in sequence in the
fewest possible number of
strokes.
This definition may seem
simple, h owever golf is a very
difficult sport to master.
Over the years, golf has
changed from a high society,
blue blood sport ro a blue collar
sport.

"Golf is no longer
played only at country
clubs, but also at resorts
and state parks."

Tim Stevens
Murray Golf

FORE!

BY Scon NANNEY

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The following is information about local golf courses:
Sullivan•a Par 3 Golf and Sports Center

7 a.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Open until 9:30 p.m. starting in June
18 holes· $5
Weekends and 9 holes- $4
Golf Carts - 9 holes $3, 18 holes - $6
Phone Number 753-1 152
Miller Memorial Golf Course

7 a.m. - 8 p.m.
$7 with MSU 1.0. for 18 holes
Phone Number 762-2238

at country clubs, but also at
resorts and state parks," said
Tim Stevens, owner of Murray
Source; MSU NEWS RESEARCH
Golf.
However, Billy Wagner,
manager at Miller Memorial at least one other person and
Golf Course, thinks the interest enjoy getting outdoors so I can
level in golf has decreased over get away from everything,"
Course managers
the years.
Lanier said.
d isagree
"The peak of the golf boom is
Lanier said golf is different
over, our business has leveled from other sports because it
Jeralene Sullivan, owner of out over the last few years,"
can be played by anyone and
Sullivan's Par 3 Golf and Wagner said.
with anyone.
Sports Center, said more of a
Wagner contributes harsh
"Golf ia one of the few sports
variety of people are playing winter weather to the slack in
that
you can play with anyone
golf.
business.
you
choose,"
he said "' could go
"Bad weather around this
"I think golf is growing every
out
on
the
course
and play with
year because more women and area also affects the turnout," a Murray State golfer and not
children have become interest- he said.
get embarrassed, but the same
ed in the sport," Sullivan said.
wouldn't hold true if I went
"We feel that part of the reason Golfers agree
one-on-one with a Murray
for this is because we provide a
State basketball player."
short course and lessons for
Alan Lanier, senior from
Nick Harnice, senior from
beginning golfers."
Heath, said he enjoys playing Paducah, said he uses golf as a
One reason for the popularity
golf because it gets him out- way to meet people and to hang
of golf is the drop in prices for
doors and away from the pres- out with friends.
equipment and facilities.
sures of life.
"I enjoy golf because of the
"Golf is no longer played only
"I always like to go play with people you meet and the chance

1 ·

Racers third
in first OVC

NOLAN B. PATTON I staff

to spend some time with your
buddies," Harnice said.
Eric Gressman, sophomore
from Hudson, Ohio, said a
member of his family got him
interested in golf.
"'My brother plays golf a lot
and got me interested in it,"
Gressman said. "The biggest
enjoyment I get out of golf is
being out on the course with
my friends."
Murray State golf instructor
Mark Rounds said he feels the
interest in golf has increased
over the past few years.
"Statistics will show that
there is a decrease in the number of people playing golf (at
each course), but I believe that
is due to the increase in the
number of courses being built,"
he said.

Orice again inexperience··
proved to be the J.,ady Racer
golf team's weakness. But
this time it was in the Obio
Valley Conference championship match at Richmond.
The Lady Racen shot a
two-round total of' 716 tO
finish in third in the ~
team tournament.
Stacy Kern led the Lady
Racers with a total score or
170, good for fifth place
overall. Rechelle Caclwell
finished second with a soore
of ~79 while Connie Steely
shot a 181.
Head coach Velvet
Milkman believes the
team's participation was
more important than its
placing.
"I think that we gained
some valuable experience
from playing in our first
OVC
tournament,•
Milkman said. "We should
definitely do better next
year.•
Cadwell said the team
was ready to play the
match.
"We were prepared for the
tournament, but funny
things can happen in go~·
she said. "I think everyone
has improved and gained
some valuable experience.,
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Culp finds yard for I lth time Tennis teams

net 2nd places

Staff Report

jud Cook/Photo Editot

The Murray State
Thoroughbreds seem to be
fond of long games.
Following a 12-inning win
that capped a succeasfu.l
series against Eastern
Kentucky last weekend. the
'Breda outla.sted FreedHardeman 11-10 in 11
innings on Tuesday.
Chris Moddelmog's two-nm
single in the 11th rallied
MSU to its 20th win of the
season.
'A healthy Reid Huber was
able to earn the win in his
first decision of the season.
Huber tossed three shutout
innings in relief.
Matt Culp continued his
power trip as he hit his 12th
home run of the year in the
third inning. Kurt Muskopf's
three-run triple in the seventh inning pushed MSU
ahead 8-6 going into the

ninth.
Against Eastern, MSU
depended on its legs to win
the rubber game of the threegame series.
Muskopf used his fast legs
to complete a r are steal of
home to tie the game at 9-9
ip the eighth inning.
But it was Kent Legge'
home run in the 12th inning
that pushed the 'Breda to victory 10-9.
Michael Lewis was the
recipient of Legg's long ball
and picked up his first win of
the year. He pitched four
scoreless innings.
MSU faces the University
of Tennessee at Martin at
• ReagAD Field this weekend in
an imporbmt late season
matchup. The 'Breda are currently 7..5 in OVC play and
aN only one and one half
games behind the leagueleader Morehead State.

Ball
Bearers
Above, despite d ropping
this ball. MS U shortstop
Chris G odwin has played
we ll this season. The senior
from Me mphis Is hitting a
solid .186 with four home
runs and 16 runs driven in.
Right, Matt Seely's subm arine style has sunk several
opponents t his season. The
junior from Shawneetown,
Ill, has already eamed a
record eight saves for the
, Thoroughbreds' this season.

Staff Report
I

Seconds were the order of the day for Murray State tennis
teams at the Ohio Valley Conferen~ championships.
The Lady Racers were just off the pace set by the eventual
champions. The Univel'8ity of Tennessee at Martin Lady Pacers
edged MSU 52-49.
"These kids played with a lot of heart and determination," said
Lady Racer head coach Connie Keasling. "Where we fell short in
talent and depth, we were able to make up for it with heart and
desire. Our hard work during the season got us high seeds, and!
that's how we won 12 of the matches oo Friday. We won 3 of 12
on Saturday. If we could hnve won a couple of more, things might
have been different:
Murray State' ~ Susan Moulder won the No. 2 singles titl~.
defeating LeAnne Melgaard of Middle Tennessee 6-4, 0-6, 6-2.
The win earned Moulder, sophomore from Lower Hutt,
Wellington, New Zealand, All-OVC honors.
Chris Granacki, senior from Michigan City, Ind., at No. 6 singles and Amy Hall, senior from Henderson, at No. 6 singles each
finished second, as did the No. 1 doubles team of Heather
Donovan, senior from St. John's, Newfoundland, Canada, and
Renea Cates, freshman from Central City.

DeAnna Caroll, freshman from Springfield, finished third at
No. 4 singles, while Moulder and Granacki at No. 2 doubles and
Hall and Caroll at No. 3 doubles each finished third.
The men's team made its way to the championship match before
falling to Middle Tennessee State University 4-1 on Monday.
The doubles team of Pontus Hiort, sophomore from Uppsala,
Sweden and Jan Fredriksson, junior from Orebro, Sweden, were
the only Murray State doubles pair to win in the championship
match. Hiort and Fredricksson defeated Patrick Zackrisson and
Mark Follett 8-2.
·
Andy Poore, senior from Fishers, Ind., was the other Racer to
pick up a win against MTSU as he dropped Frederic Niemeyer 64, 6-1.
Murray's finish marks the fi.ft.b year in a row that the men's
team has placed second in the postseason tournament.
Hiort, Fredriksson, and Martin Jansson, junior from Varberg,
Sweden, received All-Ohio Valley Conference recognition following the tournament.
Mid<ne Tennessee State's coach, Dale Short, earned Coach of
the Year honors, while Shane Scrutton, MTSU's No. 1 singles
champion, was the OVC Player of the Year.

•

•

Sunset Boulevard Music
DIXIELAND CENTER NO.7-CHESTNUT STREET
753-0113
Behind Papa John's Pizza

.

•

$1 Off Any Cassette • $2 Off Any Compact Disc

.•

REG. PRICE

REG. PRICE

Sale Items Not Included

EXPIRES May 13
YOUR /////-'LPN!. ~lb-••·
CAR STEREO SPECIALIST • CUSTOM INSTALLATION

•• •
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CORPS

race time {4:38)
at

Grill

Full one pound of home style bar-b-que ribs
served with baked beans, potato salad, cole·
slaw, texas toast, and dessert accompanied

by jumbo 32 oz. drink.

"All you care to eat!"
Tickets a re $12.00 and can be obtained from
any Alpha Sigma Alpha or Sigma Chi memberl
Proceeds.benefit sponsoring organizations

:~c;,l!t.,.;

t

SUMMER SCHOOL FOB
ON 'I'BEm WAY TO THE TOP.
If you dtdn't s1gn up for ROTC as a
By the time you have graduated from
freshman or sophomore, you can still
college, you'll have the credenl.lals of
catch up to your classmates by --~-- an A:rmy officer You'll also have
attending A:rmy ROTC Camp Chatthe self-confidence and discipline
lenge, a paid six-week summer
it takes to succeed in college and
course in leadership trammg.
beyond.

ARMY ROTC
TIE SIIUTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOUCD TW .
For details, visit 216 Stewart Stadium or call

762-4123
\j
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~rofessor

batty for
,iking
finds Icebox
.
BY jOSH WILKES

Faculty and staff Racers of
Week
run for their lives, the
Junior Matt Culp of
BY josH WILKES
REPOittEI

Reporter

Crossing eight states, two
provinces and an arctic
Canadian territory is a long
distance to travel, even by
plane. But Andrew Batts,
chairperson of the Murray
State University department of
computer sciences and information systems, was determined to reach Alaska, and not
in some cushy Winnebago.
In the summer of 1986,
Batts straddled his Trek 620,
18-speed touring bicycle and
took off for Alaska. He and his
travel companion began what
would be a 14-week journey.
! "Fourteen weeks was the
longest trip I could take", Batts
said. "' had to get back to
MSU."
Besides the sheer physical
punishment associated with
long distance biking, there
were other battles to fight.
One of them was the weather
conditions.
"'We ran into a hailstorm in
Iowa, a dust storm at Devil's
Lake, N .D., and a few thunderstorms elsewhere," Batts said.
"However, the weather was
unusually excellent overall."
Another battle was the frequent fight for road space.
"The worst drivers we
encountered,
surprisingly,
were in Western Kentucky and
Southeast Missouri," Batte
said.
'Batts occasionally dodged
beer cans thrown his way by
drivers. He was even run off
the road by one unfriendly
truck driver in Jasper, Alberta.
Batts said the driver stopped
a8 if to see if he was injured.
But wlien tliB truCker spotted
him, he promptly gave Batts

Some members of the Murray State faculty and staff~
their lives.
Recreational running has become a popular athletic past..
time not only for students, but for teachers, office workers
and other University employees as well.
Dexter HellSQil, assistant professor of military science and
an avid long-distance runner, took up the hobby in 1982
while he wea involved with the ROTC at the University of
Arkansas in Pine Bluff.
Wbil8 stationed in Frankfurt, Germany, Henson trainecl for
three months to compete in his first major marathon.
"'I completed the 26-mile course in three hours and 80 :minutes: Henson said.
Oceuionally Henson will run in local competitions Jike.tbe
M~, Main Street Mile, which is held on Independence· • ..
Da)tlle .tlo hae jaunted in a few invitational track meei:AJ;
"1 1"11J).because I lib to challenge my body: Hen.on said.··.
'Tm COI1Iidered a 1at'ge penon for long-distance."
Eva King, eecretary in the department of sociology, anf.hro.
pol9gy, and eoc:ial work, al8b enjoys this recreation. KingJ:U
track in high acbool, but it was not Wltil she met Adam
~~ of the same ·department, that she started running
long dietancea u an adult.
"1 do it tor the physical fitness and also tor the fun of it,•
KiDg eaid. King also likes to nm in 1ocal road races. She baa
nm in the Fancy Farm Picnic Eve 5K and the Fabulous FaU
5K at Lake Barkley.
"Running in theM.i4 a eocial thing," ~~ said. "I like~·· ~
how .11J.Y timing ia and how I am in.comparison with other
runners/'
King TUJl8 evezy day during lunch with lWlDing lll8te8
Henson .and Lisa Tinsley, administrative secretary in the col·
lege of Humanistic Studies. They usually start at the Carr
Health.Building and head north toward Bailey Road.
"Running gets my heart beating, and really ~ma to
increa8e my productivity," King said.
After ~uring bia abou.lder while playing racquetball, Rosa
Melotm, director of cooperative education and placement,
turned to J"IIDDing aa an athletic replacement.
In winter months, Meloan eJ\ioys l"'mning his daily four to
Ave miles inside .Racer Mna. Keeping in ~pe ia a must tor
ldeloall•since he is a soeeer official in the·t:all 8$88011.. But he
also uses l"'tnning as •preventative medicine."
With a pbiloeophical statement straight out of a Nike ad,
Me1oan offers this medicine to everybody: *If you don't like
running, do something else ... walk., play badminton, anytbjDg,
r~•:nnmg for

Melissa Farnunv'Staff

Andrew Batts, chairman of the department of computer sciences and Information systems, traveled from Kentucky to
Alaska on his bike.
the "bird" and drove away.
In the summer, Batts bikes
four
to six 100-mile days called
Despite these kinds of prob"centuries".
He s8.id he likes to
lems, Batts averaged 70 miles
travel
on
the
quiet back roads
a day and arrived in "Seward's
of
northwest
and southwest
Icebox" on schedule.
Calloway County.
It was a strenuous 4,985 miles
At MSU, Batts is not alone in
from Kentucky.
his love of cycling. Other
Batts began to cycle daily in cyclists among faculty include
1970.
Linda Frederick, assistant pro"' was a student. I was mar- fessor of the occupational saferied, and we had only one vehi- ty and health department and
cle. So I started riding it to Fred Shepard, professor of art
work", Batts said.
in the ceramics di1'i,sion.

~:~~~.DeHI
J
=pe, liUlWy eanlF)U8t"'"w8it for 1t tP. . ppen.
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meQ, ytnt•·
can always go down to the YMCA. Just get to it."
·
· ··

the Thoroughbred baseball team has been
named a Racer of the
Week.
Culp, from Overland
Park, Kansas, earned
the honor of Ohio Valley
Conference Player of
the Week by smashing
three home runs and
driving in seven runs.
On Saturday, Gulp
belted a pair qf threerun homers in a win
over Eastern Kentucky
and a game-w!nning
homer against Arkansas
State. Gulp currently
leads the conference in
runs and runs batted in.
The first baseman's
.378 batting average
and his 12 home runs
are both good for second in the OVC.
Junior Heather
Samuel of the Racer
track and field team has
been named another
Racer of the Week.
Samuel, from Antigua,
won four individual
events and anchored a
relay to provide five first
place finishes for the
Lady Racers' second
place finish at
Saturday's Ohio Valley
Conference Track and
Field Championships.
Samuel has also been
voted as OVC Female
Outdoor Track Athlete
of the Year.

CLASSIEIEDS
PERSONALS

PERSONALS
Beta Pal'&-Thanks tor all your

SummerResortJot.-Eamto
$12hlr. +tips. LocallonaInclude:
Hawaii, Aol1da, Rocky Moun·
talns, Alaska, New England, etc.
I think freckles 818 very sexy.
Hey ya Tre bearll hope every• • For details call: 1·800thlng wori<s out with "Mr. You 80705940 ext R5538.
Thank you :til on an unbeliev- Know Who." I'm behind ya
able MASH mlxerl You guys 100%1Love, Dawn Marte
ALASKA
SUMMER
are too rwch. Love, The sisEMPLOYMENT- Earn up to
Nathai'H'm looking forward to $8,000+ In two months. Room
ters in ALA
.Jormal. Thanks for everything I and board! Transportation!
Chanon Chaney-I'll love you Love, Marta
Male or Female. Noexpel1enoe
always, forever, a day, and an - - -- - - -neC9SS81Y. Call (206)545-4155
hour. 6/17195 can't come soon
ext. A5538
enough. Love, Mai'K
Heyl Don't forget your funny
Patti's 1880 Settlement In
Alpha Slg's ~ coache&- hatSaturday I
Grand Rivera. KY. Is now acCoaches party was a biastl
ceptlng applications for sunr
We're looking forward to the
mere~nt-el restaurant
years of fun to comel
positions. For Information call
HELP WANTED
Karen Planey-Good luckInthe
Lisa at 362·8844.
Peace Corpsl We know you'll AA CRUISE & TRAVEL EM·
be awesome! Love ya. Dawn PLOYMENT GUIDE. EARN Sel'olers needed. Applicants
BIG $$$ + TRAVEL THE shouldbefamllarwlthflnefoods
Marie and Tracey
WORLD FREEI(CARIBBEAN, and coddalls. Must be enthusi·
Josh-Thanks for being such EUROPE, HAWAII, ASIAI) astlc, motivated, and wiling to
an awesome artist! The draw- HURRY! BUSY SPRING/ work weekends. Apply In perlngs made the presentation! SUMMER SEASONS AP· son at Commonwealth Yacht
Slnoerely, The Japanese and PROACHING. GUARANTEED Club, Green Turtle Bay Resort
Mexican people
SUCCESS! CALL (919) 929· after2 p.m.
4398

COngratulations Melody on a
successful last track meetl AIA
love and ours, Your sisters

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

FOR RENT

General office work. Business
related studies preferred. Send
resumes to: P.O. Box 1291,
Murray, KY <42071

IBM PS/2 L40 80 MB Laptop.
Features Include data , fax
modem, AC adaptor, mouse,
DOS 6.2 and other. Appllca·

WANTED: Responsible junior/
senior female or professor to
sharehome blockfrom campus
durtng fall '94/sprtng '95. Now

Does your summer Job stinkI If
so, come talk with us. Good
pay + experience for resume.
All majora accepted. SW
Co.-10/1212p.m.-Today. On:t-

_uo_n_so_ftw_ares_._
C_al_17_6_
2-_
44_5_
2

~~Iewing. For Info call 759·

For Sale-3 Piece Uvtng set·
oouch,loveseat.chalrfor$100
• Washer and dryer for $250.

BUSINESS SERVICES

HELP WANTED

help dul1ng grab-a-datal We 818
almost there I Love, Malia

****************

way
Make$5600/summer.SWCo.lntervlewsToday-10112J2p.m.

•

FOR RENT

Onlway

****************

M~lNEWS

Cal753-1175
hi
6C
MuiT&yStateOryt·a rt&-21
Wilson Hall. $11

Alaskan Fishing
Industry
Eam up to $10,000 this
summer in
both or\loff shore jobs. No
exp. nee.

(412)·734·8457.24 hra.

Directlyacross from MSU room
for rent In house. Furnished
and utilities. $250/month.
Available June 1st. 753·8191.
No smoking. Woman only

Need a place summer? Furnlshed house, washer/dryer.
$200/month Oncludes utilities,
phone,cable). Nodeposlt. Two
spots available. 762·2891
Roommate needed summer
and fall. 3 bedroom less than
$200/month. 753·6268

RATES
Wrth MSU ID: 15¢ per word Without MSU ID: 20¢ per word
OVER 20 WORDS
With MSU ID: 10¢ perword Without MSU ID: 15¢ per word
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
Deadllne•••.••Wednesday noon
Hours: Monday-Friday 8:30-4:30
Closed on weekends and holidays

Ads may be mailed along with payment to:
Classifleds Department,

The Murray State News, 2609 University Station
Murray, Kentucky 42071

INDEX
PERSONALS
• fiOOw.tATES

BUSINESS
SERVICES
FOR RENT
FOR SALE
HEl.P WANTED
LOSTioFOUNO
RIDES
MISC.
NOTICE

The Resume Professions}Resume pr1ntlng service $20.
For set-up call Usa Ragsdale
762_3803 or 489-6075• Laser
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words for
only $1!
Classlfleds must be placed by
noon Wednesday.
111 Wilson Hall
Exact change only!
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RUN FOR IT!

LARGE
BUSINESS
ORDERS
DISCOUNTED!
Jud Cook/Photo Editor

WELCOME BACK
ALUMNI!

From left, MSU volleyball players Aimee Jon~ Bonnie Basnlnski, Sarah Dearworth, Gina
BuKher and Elizabeth Spomer take a break from routine practice to play frisbee football.

Staff Congress holds elections
lished outside the University
Store in the Curris Center, on
Ten Staff Congress positions the second floor lobby of Sparks
will be up for grabs Tuesday Hall, on the loading dock at
during the campus-wide regu- Facilities Management and at
the entrance to Faculty Hall
lar election.
Staff Congress president
Two non-teaching members Shirley Reamer said a Staff
will be selected in each of the Regent, who will become a votfollowing areas: secretary/cleri- ing member of the Board of
cal, general, facilities manage- Regents, will be named at a
ment, executive/managerial/ committee meeting scheduled
professional and at-large.
for June 10.
Voting booths will be estabReamer said she is waiting
Staff Report

FACULTY
Continued from Page 1

most faculty members. He said the questioning
of the Regents' actions must stop.
"I know we dont want to roll over and admit

'

on legal clarification from
administration regarding who
can run for Staff Regent.

Serving
Murray State
University
Dixieland Shopping Center

She hopes to mail applications for the regent position to
all staff members within the
next two weeks. A tentative
deadline of May 20 has been
established for regent applications. They shOuld be returned
to Gene Biby.
Staff Congress' officer elections will be held at the July 13
meeting.

defeat, but somebody has finally got to stop,"
Willis said.
•u a group is going to be wise, it needs to be
us," he said, "we don't expect it from the Board."
Faculty member Jim Rudolph said a message
to the-Board was-imperative to the illture oftb6University's decision making process.
He said controversy will continue if the Board
continues to disregard the feelings of the faculty .

·I
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Before
you go
out and
conquer
the
world •••

Congratulations to the 1993-94
National Residence HaJJ Honorary
Award Winners
Angel Award
Nelda Smith

Frank Julian Outstanding Residence Hall Leader
Jon Van Kaenel

Outstanding Freshman Leader
Brian Thornton

RA's RA Award
Bill Boehm

Marc DeReign Resident Advisor Scholarship
Sean Byrd

Get your $Ubscription to
The Murray State News
so that you can continue
to follow all your alma
mater's events.

------------

Mail this form with your $1 0 check to Circulation Dept., The Murray State News,
2609 University Station, Murray KY 42071-3303
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Offer good for U.S. addresses only. Subectibera receive all issues
(approximately 28 Issues) dropped on-campus during their subscription term
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Hall Council of the Year
Springer Hall

RA of the Year
P.J. Heilig

SEAHO Setvtce Award
Debbie Morgette

Programs Of The Year
Social
Dave McPherson & Zach Toole
Occupational . Charles Hiter, Bethany O'Bryan & jon Bell
Spiritual
Melinda Shupe & Sean Byrd
Physical
Christy Quire, Thalia Redhead

Intellectual
Emotional

Rob Craig, Scott Walters, Arletta Blazer
Clay Brummal
Springer & Franklin Staffs
jennifer Brewer, Katie Maloney, Travis Wright &
Dave McPhearson

Community Setvtce
Debbie Morgette

Hall Council Programming Awards
Regents, White, Woods Hall Councils
Council

College~

Programmer of the Year
ZachToole
Dottle Mutfinex
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